by Don Ruanne

Approximately 100 people were urged to attend a meeting of the Michiana Committee to end the war tonight and to organize now against the war in Indochina yesterday during a rally to protest the recent invasion of Laos.

The rally began at 12:30 p.m. at the foot of the Administration Building's steps where coordinator Steve Novak introduced the first speaker. Joe Schlesser announced that the Michiana organization would meet at 7:30 this evening in the Unitarian Church located on Michigan Street and North Shore Drive in South Bend.

Novak, who is also the National Student Association campus coordinator, read the following telegram from Mme. Schlesser, chairwoman of the Provisional Revolutionary Government at the Paris Peace talks.


The telegram was received by the steering committee of the Student Peace Committee on a Peoples' Peace in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Copies were also received by anti-war spokesmen David Dellinge and Renee Davis.

by Steve Novak and speaker at protest.

Area peace group protests invasion

by Anne Maree Darin
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Forum outlines co-ed exchange

A forum on coeducation held Monday evening in the Little Dame Student Services Organization by an audience composed of students and a number of faculty members.

Carol Henniger, Academic Assembly Chairman and member of the Coordinating Committee to review the Park-Mayhew report, compiled a consolidation of student opinion concerning the report, which was read by Miss Tracey at the outset of the meeting.

A number of positive aspects were outlined which everyone agreed were unconditionally accepted. Among these were the complete coordination of academic affairs, development, admissions, dining hall facilities, fund raising, and an exchange of dormitory residence. Miss Henniger cited a number of proposals which included opening the Rockne Memorial and parts of the Athletic and Convocation Center to girls, and also better utilization of SMC facilities (such as opening the clubhouse to seniors, etc.)

SMC students were also found to be in favor of more women on the Notre Dame faculty, and encouraged more mixed social activities between the two schools. Finally, Miss Henniger's survey called for an end to course overlaps and biased counseling, in which SMC students were discouraged from taking courses at ND and vice versa.

The second part of the forum was devoted to a question and answer period and an informal discussion session. Miss Tracey fielded questions concerning co-education and merger, aided by members of various committees working on the student report. Questions for the most part centered around merger, what the structure of SMC would be if merged with the Notre Dame, and possible changes. The general feeling was that it would be beneficial to both St. Mary's and Notre Dame if they both went coed, and that the most logical move would be for them to do it together.

One student cited results from a survey taken among SMC students. In response to the question, "Would you return to St. Mary's if Notre Dame went coed independently?" approximately 90% of the students said no. The final decision was therefore stated that it was not a question of whether SMC could afford to go coed with Notre Dame, but rather whether it could afford not to.

Miss Tracey pointed out that the final decision rests with the Board of Trustees, and the question involves a number of security, disciplinary, and parietal problems. A decision on coeducation probably will be forthcoming after the SMC Board of Trustees meeting on March 21.

Imhoff retains presidency in Baslin Hall elections

Incumbent Bill Imhoff de-monopolized the challenge of Tom Farmer's write-in candidacy to recapture the Baslin Hall Presidency in an election held yesterday.

Imhoff, a Chicago, Illinois, Government major, collected ninety votes to twenty for fellow-Junior Farmer. There were seven scattered votes and one "no" ballot.

Vice-President Bob Higgins easily won re-election by turning back Freshman Joe Griffin and the write-in candidacy of Junior Dave Barry. Higgins, a Sophomore, received seventy-five votes to eighty-four for Barry and sixteen for Griffin. Farmer collected four in that contest.

In the most tightly-contested race of the evening, Pat "Redman" Tyrell beat Freshman Steve Mayers to assume the post of Hall Secretary. Tyrell succeeded Frank Charter of Detroit.

Incumbent treasurer Dan Ryan, who ran unopposed, laughed his way through the election as he collected one hundred-sixteen votes.

The vote:
- President: Imhoff 90
  Farmer* 20
  Maj. for Imhoff 31
  Pl. for Imhoff 70

- Vice-President: Imhoff marks

- Treasurer: Ryan 104
  "Jake"* 6
  Maj. for Ryan 45
  Pl. for Ryan 98

* indicates write-in vote

Retraction

Dear Observer,

It has come to my attention that I have made a gross mistake in the question that Dave Beck was drunk on the night of his accident. The fact that he was not intoxicated is proven by the official accident report of the South Bend Police of the night supervision of the Intensive Care Unit at St. Joseph Hospital and of his classmates who were with him prior to his accident.

Most of all, I express my deepest regrets and apologies to those I have hurt with my remarks.

Always in peace,
Paul Kimbell
113 Morrissey

NEW JERSEY CLUB

Live Entertainment
Wed. to Sat. Dancing

The Mikado
"THE ENTERTAINER TO THE MIDWEST"
525 North Hill Street
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA 46619

Attended Parking
In The Rear

THURSDAY NIGHT IS UNIVERSITY NIGHT
Downstairs starting at 9 pm

Everyone's Welcome
Happy Hour 5-9 Daily
Average $1.60 during Happy Hour
Unauthorized Only

SOUTH BEND CITY ACCOUNTS

BUDGET TERMS

NOTRE DAME ACCOUNTS WELCOME

FOK'S DIAMOND IMPORT SAVINGS

AT FOK'S YOU GET A BIGGER, BETTER QUALITY DIAMOND FOR LESS MONEY!

EFFECTIVE CUT SETTING DIAMOND

DIAMOND IMPORT SAVINGS

\$395 DIAMONDS

\$150 DIAMONDS

\$95 DIAMOND IMPORT SAVINGS

SOUTH BEND ACCOUNTS WELCOME

BUDGET TERMS

NOTRE DAME ACCOUNTS WELCOME

THE Ombudsman Service 7638

We Can't Fix Laos but, we might be able to help you.

The Ombudsman Service

Corner of Edison and Ironwood
Elton John
TUMBLEWEED CONNECTION
LIST 4.98
REG. 3.47
2.67

The Lettermen
EVERYTHING'S GOOD ABOUT YOU
LIST 4.98
REG. 3.47
2.67

Love Story
MOTION PICTURE SOUNDTRACK
LIST 5.98
REG. 4.37
3.44

Chicago III
2 record set plus poster
LIST 9.98
5.77
Sham!

The letter of censure written by the St. Mary's Chapter of the AAUP should finally bring to light the "unChristian" dealings of the present administration, and cause some serious rethinking on the part of all factions of the college community.

The activities on the part of the present administration in the past few months have been passingly commented on by those involved and generally ignored by the rest of the so-called community. Consider the firing of certain individuals in the college, with little or no clear cut reasons. The appointment of new members of the administration with out regard to the community government held so dearly by the college. And even more recent, consider the alteration of jobs and the elimination of jobs without Sr. Alma's and the administration's regard of Christian attitudes expressed so well by them in the memos of first semester. All these actions have created a distrust and apathy among the members of the high officials in protest.

St. Mary's College has ceased to be a "Christian community". It has ceased to be a community of any sort. This censure represents the true extent to which the decay has gone. It is now time for the administration to stop evading the ideals for which it proclaims to stand. When the faculty protests in disgust, and a high official responds of the methods used by this administration, then it is clear that it is time to stop lying to everyone about the Christian atmosphere at this college. Call St. Mary's what it is, what it has become. A sham.

dave krashnova

On the General Assembly of Students

Next week's general assembly of students will be the last meeting of a year, and might not be more crucial. In another month the combined Boards of Trustees will meet to decide the future of the college. Boards of Trustees will meet to decide the future...
Joint Treaty of Peace Between the People of the United States and the People of South Vietnam and North Vietnam

Be it known that the American and Vietnamese people are not enemies. The war is carried out in the names of the people of the United States and South Vietnam without our consent. It destroys the land and people of South Vietnam. It drains America, of its resources, its youth and its honor.

We hereby agree to end the war on the following terms so that both peoples can live under the joy of independence and can devote themselves to building a society based on human equality and respect for the Earth.

1. The Americans agree to immediate and total withdrawal from Vietnam and publicly to set the date by which all American forces will be removed. The Vietnamese pledge that as soon as the United States government sets a date for total withdrawal.

2. They will enter discussions to secure the release of all American prisoners including pilots captured while bombing North Vietnam.

3. There will be an immediate cease-fire between U.S. forces and those led by the Provisional Revolutionary Government of South Vietnam.

4. They will enter discussions of the procedures to guarantee the safety of all withdrawing troops.

5. The Americans pledge to end the imposition of Thieu-Ky-Khiem on the People of South Vietnam in order to insure their right to self-determination and so that all political prisoners can be released.

6. The Vietnamese pledge to form a provisional coalition government to organize democratic elections. All parties agree to respect the results of elections in which all South Vietnamese can participate freely without the presence of any foreign troops.

7. The South Vietnamese pledge to enter a discussion of procedures to guarantee the safety and political freedom of those South Vietnamese who have collaborated with the United States or with the U.S. supported regime.

8. The Americans and Vietnamese agree to respect the independence, peace and neutrality of Laos and Cambodia, in accord with the 1954 and 1962 Geneva Conventions and not interfere in the internal affairs of these two countries.

9. Upon these points of agreement we pledge to end the war and resolve all other questions in the spirit of self-determination and mutual respect for the independence and political freedom of the people of Vietnam and the United States.

By ratifying the agreement, we pledge to take whatever actions are appropriate to implement the terms of this joint treaty and to insure its acceptance by the government of the United States.
HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY

L.T., Happy first Valentine’s Day - Don’t eat the damne. Rob

Vanessa, I love you for what we could be together.

Oh Jim Mateno
Be my Valentine
The Nurse

Diane, You’ve made me so very happy. Yours forever, Chris

The Dirtrails
Thanks for the stuff. Happy Valentines! Norwood’s Inc.

Diane, The day is lovely when we’re together if only in thought. Chris

Sunshine, You are like the sun after a storm.

Weird Terry! Lovingly...

A big heart throb and rousing hurrah for big brother Dave and his FIGHTING IRISH debaters. Coach BAM-BAM

Sue, I love you, Andy

“Love those that love you,” Kevin, Duane, Dave, Gun, Regis, John, Mike, Jim, Sam, Horse, Brian

Love, Mort, Atom, Lish Pat.

Have a good day. Beware of haunted bridges.

To C.P.C. and R.C.P., Pavé the way to happiness and put it securely.

With love, O.G.I.

Shella-
Two years tomorrow and the sun is still rising.

Alan

“Much love to the sexiest girls at Madison Lounge - Pam V. Cathy R., Nancy L., Linda O. and Susie M.

From Ed H., Bill O., Dave R., John N., and Chuck Y.

Cindy, “You made me so very happy.”

Love, Steve’ Wonder

Help, Sweetie, there are bruises around my heart.

Luv, Sugar Bear

To all the guys who give parties:
Reene, Kathy, Linda

Miss Kerry
Love you now as always Your preppie, Clarke

Valentine, Czeczochowa, Love
Nasty Old

Frankie B.
Stay our Valentine! Love
The 4th Floor Boys

For my Princess,
A Happy Valentine’s Day with
Love, Ron

Pat, I love you mostly for what we are together...

To the bass and the carp,
We’ve won our heart.

S.L. My one and only Valentine
Love, C.C.

Lar, Joe, Mike, Krn, Schwag, and Rosie, Happy Valentine’s Day
A Secret Admirer

Gigi, Forget your Duquesne guy and learn to love me.

Purple Tongue, 747, Walrus: Valentine wishes for a date you know, a greenfiber motor, dry for many last shuttles missed, and LOVE. Hot Dawg

Happy Valentine’s Day Christopher.
See I didn’t forget this year. Jim

Happy Valentine’s Day Helen,
Matt, Karl, Mary Pat, Elaine,
Mom, Dad, and Grandparents.

Jan, Welcome to N.D. Happy Valentine’s Day: I love you. Skip

To Sue
Each day is all brand new since you. Happy Valentine’s Day.

Love Pete

Happy Valentine’s Day to my favorite Cardinal Puff!
Luv, Ken

Dear Marrygold,
I Love You.

"The Flying Finn"

Terri, I look at you and know me better for much of what I am is made of you.
George

Nizer & Vibrating Thighs
Love, Kimes and P.R.S.

Vomit and Comet

We love you, Heidi (whoever you are)

Annabelle
How can I say anything in a newspaper?

A-27

Keenan Mardi Gras Crew
"Great Guys"

(money’s no object) 45s

from 4th floor Le Mags

Dear Spud, Happy Valentine’s Day.
You Dummies! Love

Star

Preppie forward (hockey), with MG seekers short-term romance with intelligent female. Special consideration given crazy Italians with terminal illnesses. Cull 283-6723, 6:30pm.

Happy Valentine’s Day Arnold Palmer (Red) and “50.”

The Babies

With love from Candy Girl to Moccasin Boy: girl

Bob, Tom, Pat, Ralph, & Mike
“Thank You”

Lean & Mean

Irish

Come on up. I love you.

“Your Biggest Fan”

Mary, Life is an inclined plane. Happy Valentine’s Day.

Bob

Catherine: happiness is an uncontested yawn. Happy Valentine’s Day.

Bob

Marcellus,
Next year let’s do it together.

Love,

John

“Happy Valentine’s Day Money and Elaine from Dan and Dan.”

88 from a U30B to an SD40!

My love envelopes,

Bren-Philips, especially one.

Jean B.

Boss

We’ve only just begun...

Love

Danny W.

Hoot, Hoot – The owl loves the pussycat Happy Valentine’s Day.

M.G.J.

Swan your own race.

Happy Valentine’s Day.

Love,

T.J.M.

My special friend
Thanks for everything – Elvis Presley

Leslie,
“And the love comes tricklin’ down.”

Love.

(Continued on page 8)
Dick Tomasoni does what counts

by Jim Daley
Observer sportswriter

Notre Dame was leading Denver 3-1 last Saturday night only in the third period when a Pio­

neer skater, coming in alone on Tomasoni, hooked from behind by a Notre Dame defender. The one of bitterly

awarded the Denver player a penalty shot.

The crowd capacity of 4222 was on its feet as the Denver player skated alone to the goal in the

Irish net. This was a crucial play in the game – a goal might give the Pioneers the momentum they

needed to come back and record their 13th straight game without a loss; a save by Tomasoni

would be a blow to Denver’s hopes and would fire up Notre Dame.

Tomasoni finished the game 42 saves, 20 in the last period.

Tomasoni, a junior from Chi­

cago, who has been the top Irish goalie since coming to Notre Dame, has made many

fine saves while tending goal for the Irish this season, although none were as dramatic as the stop against Denver. Goalie is a

highly uncertain position; a player must understand that whatever happens to him is his own

fault, and that if the net­

minder makes a mistake he’s out in the open and everyone can see it. He’s the last man with a

chance to stop the puck from going into the goal and that’s a lot of pressure on the goalie, but

Tomasoni seems to thrive on pressure.

“I enjoy games where there is a lot at stake or games where I have to make a good number of saves,” Tomasoni said. “You feel more a part of the game and it’s easier to stay alert when you have to make 30-some saves.”

Tomasoni began to play goalie when he was ten years old. His older brother had been playing for a few years and one day they

drugged mom down to the rink to play with them,” he recalled. “In pick-up games like that, the

goalie is usually the last on the court trying to stop the puck. It’s important to keep thinking all

the time you’re on the ice,” he explained. “You really have to watch the puck.”

This year has been important for the Irish goalies, as they have held their own against top­
division competition. Tomasoni has made the extremely rapid jump from club play to WCHA competition in just four years – a remarkable effort.

“Some of our inexperience is related to emotion. The team is so even in the WCHA that mental attitude plays an im­

portant part in the outcome of the games. Michigan Tech has been the only club to win two games in a row,” he commented.

“Of course, we’re up’ for every game, whether it’s against the major powers, such as Notre Dame with the major powers, bring the out in the best. There are different degrees of emotion always. If you could figure out how to reach the maximum degree for every game, you might find the secret of winning them all,” he continued.

“We’ve also had a lot of line changes because of injuries and things,” Tomasoni said. “It’s very important in hockey to get to know where your linemates are going to be. It’s something that has burt our play at times. Against Denver, though, everyone played well.”

Tomasoni’s style of play is not one of floundering, lack and fact was mentioned, with a quickness, by Coach Leif Smith.

“Dick can drive a coach crazy. He does things wrong, he doesn’t seem to worry about the psychological factors. But he does what coaches expect him to do.”

That is, he does, coach that, he does.

Dear Sir:

I have been exposed to an ever­

growing undercurrent of complete dis­

satisfaction with the Notre Dame

game. A single move, such as switching the positions of Billy King and John Park, would make the game better. I feel it should be brought out in the open.

I believe that Notre Dame possesses the talent to be the best team in the country and that it has submitted

an unbelievable amount of evidence that it is the best team. It is, I believe, the principal reason of Mr. Dee as head coach. To an

educated observer, Mr. Dee’s de­

libera tion from the presence of the Irish are a running team; yet

Irish are a running team; yet

true, and perhaps he could be

have won the game for us.

enough.

last year’s outcome. With their
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JIM MURRAY

Las Vegas Times
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**VALENTINES**

Student Discount

For Thurs. 8 pm
Sat. 2 pm
Sun. 6 pm

only $1.25 tix remain (Regular $2.50)

For full price shows some $4.50 and $2.50 tix remain Discount tickets must be purchased at ACC box office.

---

**SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION**

**Visit Our Record Display For Your Favorite Record Albums.**

We Have A Large Selection Of Popular Vocal Groups Male Vocal Instrumental Country Western Jazz Religious & Many Other Categories.

**The Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore**

---

**THE OBSERVER**

**VP appointment viewed**

by John Gallaghy

The appointment of vice-president to oversee and coordinate the present law, Business Administration and Graduate Schools is in the eyes of William Lorimer, Graduate Student Union President, a crucial step in the further development of Notre Dame's postgraduate schools. It will be the first time that these are directly represented in the administration of Notre Dame as a whole. Just as important in determining the direction in which these departments travel, however, is the man whom the Trustee sub-committee decides to pick.

Robert K. Lorimer sees the University in a position to support its graduate departments by picking a dynamic leader, one who will "lead us from our present mediocrity." The financial support that the new Vice President receives from the University for any programs he might institute will indicate how deeply the University is willing to commit itself to renovation.

The GSU President also expressed the view that the new vice-president should come from outside the present University structure to, in his words, "bring in some new blood." His personal choice for vice-president are either Frederick Bowers, chairman of English at the University of Virginia, or William Arrowsmith, distinguished classicist who spoke at Notre Dame last semester. Both men have proven themselves scholarly, administrative and, what is more important in Lorimer's mind, dynamic leaders.

Lorimer expressed concern at not having a voting member of the graduate students on the Search Committee, which closes for applications on February 28. The Graduate Student Council passed a formal resolution to move that the Academic Council appoint two voting graduate students to the committee, but the motion was not brought up by Esther Brunncher, the Graduate associate dean.

Lorimer, however, emphasized that there had been a Graduate consultant appointed to the committee in the person of Miss Marie McGuire, an electrical engineer.

Lorimer summed up his feelings on the subject with these words: "It is time for the University to make good its claim of supporting Graduate level education. The decision to appoint a vice-president, and the coming selection of a man for the post could be the most important things to happen to Notre Dame's graduate school in the last ten years."